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Abstract. We deal in this work with a broadly studied topic in astronomical imaging, namely the

star/galaxy discrimination problem. Through the use of Mathematical Morphology, we propose an
original approach to the characterization of these astronomical objects, which is based on gray-level
shape-size information. The main steps in our method are image pre-processing, segmentation and
feature extraction, all of which employ Mathematical Morphology tools that were implemented using
the MMach toolbox for the Khoros system. We present a comparison between our segmentation
results, based on the watershed method, and those of the SExtractor software package. The shapesize information is extracted through the use of the gray-level morphological pattern spectrum,
which yields good analysis attributes that promise to be suitable for future work in neural-network
automatic classi cation.

1 Introduction

The Image Processing and Analysis (IPA) eld has
been characterized by the increasing adoption of speci c solutions, where techniques that are suitable to
some applications may be fully inadequate to others.
On the other hand, Mathematical Morphology (MM)
is a general methodology that has provided a uni ed
approach to handle problems in Medicine, Geology,
Geography, Remote Sensing, and many others. In
spite of the diversity of goals, all of these problems
have a common feature: the need to extract shape
information from images.
We employ Mathematical Morphology in the
problem of star/galaxy discrimination, which is currently a broadly examined topic in the eld of Astronomical Imaging. The shape information extracted
with the use of MM tools proves to be suitable for
the characterization of those astronomical objects,
while promising to be e ective for neural-network
automatic classi cation.
This work represents also an attempt to call the
attention of the general Image Processing and Anal The second author was supported at the time this work
was performed by CNPq DCR grant 300804/95-4.

ysis community back to Astronomical Imaging. The
IPA eld has grown strongly in the sixties due to
the american space program, carried out by NASA.
Since then, the technology developed has been applied in many other elds, leading to the development of new digital techniques for ltering, pattern
recognition, formal grammar, neural networks, arti cial intelligence, and others. By presenting an
original Mathematical Morphology approach to the
star/galaxy discrimination problem, we expect to revive the interest in IPA for astronomical images, as
well as motivate and support the multidisciplinary
eld. We also point out that Astronomical Imaging
is a new promising application for MM.
In Section 2 we outline some topics on astronomy, astronomical images and the problem of
star/galaxy discrimination, while in section 3 we discuss our method and the gray-level MM tools required by it. In section 4, we show the results obtained and a comparison with the segmentation results of SExtractor (Source Extractor, a software
that builds a catalog of objects from astronomical
images). Finally, section 5 gives some concluding remarks and directions for future work.
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2 The Problem Context
2.1 Astronomy

The galactic structure and dynamics, environmental e ects in the galactic arrangement and evolution,
the diversity of galaxy morphologic types, in addition
to the distribution of dark and bright matter in the
whole universe, are some relevant current problems
in Astrophysics, one of the numerous branches of Astronomy. These kind of problems usually require a
statistical approach [9] to treat large amount of star
and galaxy data collected over wide sky regions.
With the advent of new ground-based spectroscopic measurement tools, in addition to space observatories such as the Hubble Space Telescope, deeper
and more accurate galaxy and stellar catalogs are
needed. Some of the most complete catalogs were
visually compiled from photographic surveys. The
current tendency is to use more accurate acquisition
instruments and faster scanners to compile galaxy
catalogs over speci c regions of the sky. The corresponding increase in image data calls for new automatic detection and classi cation methods.

2.2 Astronomical Images

The development of astronomical image acquisition
methods and tools, such as CCD (Charge Coupled
Device) cameras and photographic plate scanners,
in addition to the increase of available data in digital form, have stressed the relevance of computer
interaction in service of Astronomy, which can customize and improve results of observational programs. The digitized samples of the photographic plates
have great utility in astronomical research.
A remarkable contribution to the star-galaxy
surveys are the digitized images derived from the 936
pairs of photographic plates of the National Geographic-Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS).
They were generated using the Automated Plate
Scanner (APS) of the APS Project and Catalog at
the University of Minnesotta. A more detailed discussion about this project can be found in [7, 11].
A collection of image samples covering the entire sky and widely used for work in analysis and
classi cation by the international astronomical community is the Digital Sky Survey (DSS). It consists
of a set of CD-ROMs produced by the Catalogs and
Surveys Branch of the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI). In fact, DSS northern hemisphere
samples are based on POSS photographic data, and
the southern hemisphere imaging survey is from Siding Spring Observatory-SERC Southern Sky Survey,
Australia. All samples are available as FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) images, the standard
Anais do IX SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1996

data interchange and archival format employed worldwide by researchers in Astronomy.

2.3 Star/Galaxy Discrimination

Cataloguing astronomical objects automatically calls
for a solution in IPA. However, due to the increase
in the accuracy of the observational and registering
tools in the last decades, not all of the currently
detectable objects have been catalogued accordingly. This can be explained by the time-consuming,
tiresome task of visual identi cation required by the
cataloguing process. Therefore, it is necessary to develop recognition and classi cation automatic procedures.
One of the most important topics in automatic
cataloguing is the star/galaxy discrimination problem, which is currently greatly employed in the automatic identi cation of astronomical objects. This
issue has been studied by many research groups and
professionals, as can be seen in [3, 10, 14]. An interesting contribution toward this goal is the APS
Project and Catalog, that has generated an Internetaccessible astronomical catalog of millions of stars
and galaxies by using a neural network classi er.
However, all catalogues have limitations due to
the adopted criteria. It is necessary to verify the
catalog quality with respect to completeness and correctness in order to produce reliable analysis results.
This depends on the accuracy of the acquisition instrument correspondent to the image chosen, as well
as the selected features and the reliability of the classi er utilized.

3 The Proposed Method

Most works found in the literature are based on features extracted from photometric attributes. This
means that these techniques employ pixel intensities,
which are correlated to the object apparent brightness. In this work we propose instead a morphological approach to the characterization of astronomical
objects, which is closer to the human way of performing the analysis of astronomical images.
This is accomplished by using Mathematical
Morphology tools to extract gray-level shape information that can be useful for discriminating stars
and galaxies in large scale galaxy-survey images, like
the ones in DSS and POSS. These images typically
contain thousands of astronomical objects of varying
size and brightness, mostly stars and galaxies, as is
shown in the image sample of g. 1 (Note that this
image is inverted, for contrast enhancement purposes).
A human viewer can perceive in the image that
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stars are well-de ned objects, whereas galaxies present themselves as fuzzy blobs. Further, \large" stars
present a cross e ect due to optical properties of
the acquisition instrument. We propose to use these
shape features in order to discriminate between the
two classes of objects.

Figure 1: Large scale galaxy-survey image sample

3.1 Gray-Level Mathematical Morphology

The goal of this section is to present a brief review on
the main gray-level MM notions and tools we utilize
in this work. The interested reader can nd a more
thorough description in [5, 12, 15].
The gray-level MM operators deal with functions f : E ! [0; 255] 2 Z, where E is the usual
planar digital grid. This corresponds to the usual
concept of gray-level images. The basic geometrical
idea behind these operators is to probe the image
with a function de ned on a small subset of the image
domain of de nition, called a structuring element.
The basic dual gray-level MM operators are dilation and erosion, de ned respectively by [1]:
.
g (f )(x; y) = max ff (x0 ; y0 ) + g(x x0 ; y y0 )g;
8(x0 ; y0 ) 2 (B t + (x; y)) \ E (1)
g (f )(x; y) = min ff (x0 ; y0 ) . g(x0 x; y0 y)g;
8(x0 ; y0 ) 2 (B + (x; y)) \ E (2)
where f is the image, g and B denote respectively the
structuring element values and domain of de nition
(B  E ). The summation and subtraction operators used in (1) and (2) are not the usual ones, but
slightly altered versions necessary to comply with algebraic constraints (for more details, see [6]). Note
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that the erosion operator re ects the idea of probing the image, with respect to the \ tting" of the
structuring element \underneath" the image.
The composition of erosion and dilation yields
the opening and closing operators, which are given
respectively by:
(3)
g = g g
g = g g
(4)
Openings and closings are morphological lters
[13], and they have good noise-removal properties.
The closing operator is the most often used in this
work, since it acts on the gray-level \background"
and we consider inverted images.
A nice enhancement tool can be obtained from
openings or closings, known as the top-hat transform.
We consider the closing case:
g (f ) = g (f ) f
(5)
Due to the simpli cation properties of the closing operator, the top-hat de ned above has the property of enhancing \valleys", that is, dark regions in
the image, serving as a good background remover.
By using a suitable familyof closings (resp. openings) one gets a powerful tool for describing shape
and size in image analysis, namely the granulometries [4]. The method is based on \sieving" an image
followed by measure of the residue left on the sieve.
In practice, the granulometries consist of a sequence
of closings (resp. openings) by a set of appropriately
selected increasing larger structuring elements. By
measuring the volume under the image after each
closing, we can build a size-distribution curve:
() V (0) ;   0
(6)
() = VV ()
V (0)
where  is the parameterization of the closing family, V () is the volume (i.e. the positive integral) of
the image at each iteration and  is the parameter
associated to the largest structuring element, which
is selected to be the one large enough to \wipe out"
or utterly close the object of interest. Note that  is
itself a useful analysis attribute.
The function above is monotone increasing in
the interval [0; 1], so it may be viewed as a cumulative probability distribution. Its associated probability density function is called the Pattern Spectrum,
which is given by the following discrete derivative:
() = ( + 1) () ;   0
(7)
Due to the properties of () mentioned above,
the function () is non-negative and ideally should
become null for  > .
Anais do IX SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1996
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Top-hat transform: It is often necessary to
enhance the image, diminishing environmental conditions (luminosity, atmospheric density, and so on)
at the surface acquisition time, for instance optical
e ects like halos around large stars, which can a ect
the segmentation step. This background removal operation is performed with a top-hat transform of the
inverted image, using as structuring element a at
euclidean disk of radius r = 8. After the top-hat is
the image is inverted once again and nor(8) applied,
malized back to the full dynamic range.

The pattern spectrum is a powerful tool for characterizing shape and size in image analysis [8]. In a
manner reminiscent of the Fourier spectrum, it shows
the decomposition of a given object in terms of a fundamental shape \scaled" by the increasing values of
the parameter . We can de ne a useful analysis attribute, the average size, which is the expected value
of the pattern spectrum:
=

X  ()


=0

Open-close lter by a at structuring el-

Another very useful attribute based on the pat- ement: A composition of an opening followed by a
tern spectrum is the average roughness:
closing is used to remove background noise that is
enhanced by the top-hat step. The at structuring

=
() log[ ()]
(9) element is a zero-valued function having just its domain of de nition, that is, a set. In our case, the set
=0
is the 3  3 square.
Note that the average roughness is in fact the information-theoretic entropy of the pattern spectrum [8].
The larger this attribute gets, the more complex with 3.2.2 Segmentation
respect to the structuring elements used the image is.
Region segmentation by the watershed
The last MM tool we need is the watershed trans- method: We apply the direct watershed transforformation. The watershed is a powerful Mathemati- mation to the image (with no prior change of hocal Morphology tool for segmentation [16]. It can be motopy). Using the ooding interpretation of the
de ned entirely in terms of geodesic MM operators watershed (see section 3.1), the output is a tessella[12], but the most intuitive approach is to think of an tion of the image where each closed contour de nes
image as a relief, and suppose that water is oozing a region which contains an object inside. The waterand rising at equal speed from every regional min- shed is able to handle most of the object overlapping
imum, starting from the lowest one and then from occurrences (this is called \deblending" in the astroeach of the others as soon as the global water lev- nomical literature).
el reaches its altitude. Dams are built in the places
where water from di erent minima would merge. Af- 3.2.3 Feature Extraction
ter the relief is completely ooded, the dams rising above the water surface constitute the watershed
Computation of the pattern spectrum: Afline, which is composed of closed contours that in- ter each region in the image is properly isolated and
volve each of the regional minima and correspond to centered in a local neighborhood image, we compute
the crest lines of the relief.
its closing pattern spectrum and associated measures
of average size and roughness. In order to minimize
border e ects on the computation, we pad the region
3.2 The Detailed Procedure
the mean value of the entire original image.
In this section we are going to describe the steps that with The
of structuring elements used is the
comprise our method for the characterization of stars non-planarfamily
digital
disks of increasing radius, accordand galaxies in large scale galaxy-survey images.
ing to the city-block distance. The family can be
seen as an increasing sequence of scaled square-based
3.2.1 Pre-Processing
pyramids, which satis es the requirements for a valid
Image Inversion: This is a good practice in granulometry, since the family is generated by iterastronomical imaging, where the purpose is object ated Minkowski sums of the digital disk of unitary
contrast enhancement for human viewers. In our case radius. The parameterization for the granulometry
there is another reason; although most Mathematical is thus the digital disk radius, so the average size
Morphology operators come in dual sets with respect attribute may be seen as in fact the object average
to gray-level complementation, the inversion is nec- radius according to the city-block metric [4].
essary to get the right topographic image model (the
As we discussed in section 3.1, the largest radius
objects of interest become \valleys") required by the  should correspond to the closing that removes the
watershed method in the segmentation step.
object, when the sequence of closings should termi-

X
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nate. We determine  by means of a homogeneity
We see in g. 2 the sequence of operations used
criterion, namely, the gray-level standard deviation to obtain the segmented regions, as described in secof each closed image, and then select a minimum tion 3.2, using one of the images (ABELL 3698).
threshold beyond which the computation stops.
We can see that the top-hat operation has successfully removed the halos and enhanced the objects by removing the background. The segmenta4 Experimental Results
obtained with the watershed was near-optimal,
In this section we give some results we have obtained tion
where
most detected regions correspond to one and
from the application of the proposed method, as well only one
We can see some overlapping obas o er some remarks about them. We compare our jects wereobject.
satisfactorily
but there are a
segmentation results with the ones from SExtractor, few problems, like close separated,
or
interacting
object pairs
a software package for astronomical imaging.
that
were
not
separated.
There
are
some
Taking into account the occurence of galaxies, which do not correspond to any object, due toregions
residwe have selected for this study the following six FITS ual background noise (This is a common problem
for
images from DSS:
the other deblending techniques found in the liter Group 1701: (J2000)1 2[02 08 32.1]  [-55 39 6.5] ature). In addition, the large galaxy in the bottom
of the image was taken apart by the segmentation,
Frame: 500x5003 / 32 bits
due to the non-homogeneity of the spiral arms (in
 ABELL 3667: (J2000) [20 10 50.3]  [-56 40 23] fact, a galaxy is a large set of astronomical objects).
Frame: 530x530 / 16 bits
This oversegmentation is handled by many methods
through post-processing techniques. SExtractor, for
 O0140: (J2000) [01 04 34.3]  [-23 50 08]
instance, deals with the latter case, however, it does
Frame: 530x530 / 16 bits
not consider the empty-region one.
Another advantage derived from the watershed
 ABELL 3775: (J2000) [21 31 24.8]  [-43 18 38]
segmentation
is that we have the option of includFrame: 530x530 / 16 bits
ing or not the regions that touch the image border
 ABELL 3705: (J2000) [20 41 55.5]  [-35 16 06] ( g. 2-d depicts the \no border" case). This is done
Frame: 530x530 / 16 bits
automatically in the MMach implementation of the
whereas other methods do not o er this
 ABELL 3698: (J2000) [20 35 08.1]  [-25 15 34] watershed,
bene
t,
requiring
visual inspection by human expertFrame: 530x530 / 16 bits
s in order to accomplish it (the objects in the border
in astronomical images are known to cause problems
We implemented our method on the Khoros im- in the analysis step).
In table 1 we can see the number of objects deage processing system, version 1.0, running in a Sun
IPX workstation under Unix and X11R5. Khoros tected by our method, with and without border exis a very popular IPA open platform developed at clusion, for the six images considered, as well as the
New Mexico University and freely available through results obtained by SExtractor with a satisfactory
anonymous ftp. Khoros turned out to be a very con- parameterization, both before and after oversegmenvenient tool for algorithm development and fast pro- tation post-processing (there is no post-processing in
totyping. We have used the operators of MMach, our method at this time).
a Khoros toolbox for Mathematical Morphology [2],
also freely available through anonymous ftp, at S~ao
Image Proposed Method
SExtractor
Paulo University.
Border No border Original Post-Proc
We would like to point out that there is a bug
1572
1543
1457
in the Khoros 1.0 conversion routine from FITS to G1701 1672
A3667
1879
1767
1785
1700
VIFF, the format used by Khoros, so that we could O0140 1834
1731
1484
1413
not input the original images directly. The solution A3775 1890
1785
1308
1257
adopted was to use the XV 3.10 package to convert A3705 1728
1638
1684
1620
the images to formats readable by Khoros, such as A3698 1890
1785
1831
1722
PBM and (uncompressed) TIFF.
estimated center coordinates to year 2000
right ascension ( , in hours, minutes and seconds) and
declination (, in degrees, minutes and seconds) - celestial
coordinates of the equatorial system.
3 500x500 pixels on DSS means 15'x15' arcsec on the sky
1
2

Table 1: Comparison of segmentation results
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Sequence of operations for the object region segmentation: (a) original image (b) inverted image
(c) result of top-hat transform followed by open-close ltering (d) watershed line superimposed to the original
inverted image
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\large" star

r


= 5:102
= 2:184
R = 10

\large" galaxy

r


= 3:891
= 1:739
R=7

r


\small" star

\small" galaxy

= 1:982
= 1:262
R=4

r


= 1:975
= 1:287
R=4

Figure 3: Pattern spectrum characterization of four representative objects
The pattern spectrum extraction requires that
each segmented region be considered separately. This
is done by labelling the regions (this is already the
output of the watershed MMach implementation),
thresholding and subsequent masking the pre-processed image. The mean value of the original image
used to pad the region proved to be a good estimate
of the background gray-level value.
In g. 3 we can see four of the padded regions in
image A3698, along with the respective pattern spectrum and analysis attributes. We use the symbols r
and R for the average and largest size, instead of the
previously de ned  and , to stress the fact that the
parameterization of the granulometry corresponds to
the radius according to the city-block metric.
The regions correspond to two stars and two
galaxies of di erent apparent sizes. For the two
\largest" objects, as given by the average radius and
largest radius (according to the city-block metric induced by the particular family of structuring elements used, see section 3.2), the pattern spectrum
clearly di erentiates between them, since the star
produces a bimodal curve, due to the cross e ect
discussed earlier, whereas the galaxy is associated
with a unimodal curve. This is also re ected in the
average roughness attribute, which is larger for the
star. As for the \smaller" objects, we can see that
the pattern spectrum for the star rises faster, as a result of the sharp gray-level stellar pro le, while the
galaxy, as a non-stellar object, possesses a smoother

pro le, as indicated by its pattern spectrum. However, for this case the average roughness attribute was
inconclusive.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this work we have introduced an original approach
to the problem of star/galaxy discrimination, based
on Mathematical Morphology operations. The proposed method is based on high-level gray shape-size
information, which is closer to the human visual characterization of astronomical objects, whereas other
approaches use pixel-based geometrical and statistical attributes.
The watershed is a simple technique that proved
to be a very good tool for region segmentation. Other
methods, like SExtractor, use involved and heuristical approaches to this end, while our pre-processing
step followed by the watershed yielded comparable
results. We have yet to consider a post-processing
step for dealing with the broken-galaxy and emptyregion problems, which will further improve the segmentation step. Another possibility is to consider
the use of marker-based homotopy change of the image prior to the application of the watershed, as long
as the markers can be obtained automatically.
We have shown that the pattern spectrum is a
good shape-size descriptor. We think we can get even
better results by looking for a more suitable family
of structuring elements for the granulometry. AlAnais do IX SIBGRAPI, outubro de 1996
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though the family used in this work was able to give
satisfactory results, it is very simple, not taking into
account detailed structural object information. For
instance, we know that a distinctive feature of galaxies is the fuzzyness and slow gray-level variation, and
this could be explored better with a family of properly scaled gaussian functions as structuring elements.
Most objects can be satisfactorily treated by our
method, except the very \small" ones, which can be
detected but are hard to characterize by the pattern
spectrum. The \small" objects which are not too
faint can be handled by other methods in the literature with the use of photometric attributes. The
faint ones are treated subjectively, by requiring the
assistance of a human viewer to try to classify these
objects visually or reject them for the classi cation
step. But we would like to point out that even then,
all the methods found in the literature are not completely automated in the classi cation step for all
cases, while we intend to use our method to build a
fully automatic neural-network classi er.
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